Scott Tucker Announces Line of Holiday Cat Sweaters
Peter Clark December 13, 2015
Fashion designer Scott Tucker has announced his production of a
new line of cat sweaters. Family Fashion Fun to feature the new
line.
(Newswire.net -- December 13, 2015) Atlanta, GA -- Family Fashion
Fun, the website for recent trends and fashion tips, will feature the
release of Scott Tucker’s new line of sweaters for cats. The new line of
Scott Tucker Announces Cat Sweater Line cat sweaters will be available for purchase later this month in time for
Christmas deliveries. Tucker announced the new line of sweaters in a
recent interview posted on the Family Fashion Fun blog.
“My inspiration came from the knitting phenomenon that is sweeping the millennial generation,” says Tucker. “Also, I
have cats so that was part of the creative thinking process for me when I looked at my cats and I thought they might like
some sweaters. The sweaters will work for hairless and regular short-hair cats, but I would not recommend fitting them
onto a long hair or Persian cat, it just wouldn’t be as helpful.”
The cat sweater line will feature pieces which are exclusively hand knit by Tucker. Sweaters will be available for
purchase between $5-$20 depending on design and size. Christmas themed sweaters will be available in traditional
designs in small, medium, and large. The sweaters are designed to fit cats who weigh between 7 and 25 pounds.
“This is a great fad to cash in on and from what we have seen so far Tucker is producing quality cute pieces,” says
Family Fashion Fun editor Jenna Keene. “There have been plenty of cute cat and dog costumes for the past several
years since manufacturers started catching on to the trend. This takes it to the next level, the independent and small
batch level of coveted pieces that are one of a kind and increase the cuteness of already cute cats.”
Tucker will sell the cat sweaters online exclusively and has not announced the website he will use for sales yet.
Photos of available sweaters will be published in an upcoming Family Fashion Fun feature article on pet winter wear.
A percentage of the sales from the cat sweater winter sales will be donated to local no-kill animal shelters in the
Atlanta, GA area according to Tucker. Up to 200 sweaters will be available for purchase this December.
About Family Fashion Fun
Family Fashion Fun is a specialized blog aimed at keeping readers in front of the latest trends and styles in the textile
world. The website features articles and blog posts broken down into type of clothing, designers, and style type. New
trends are posted daily with recent news that is never old or outdated, also with staff reviews of new designer
collections and designer reviews of new collections from around the world. With the hottest one of a kind news and
reviews, there is no other site you need for fashion.
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